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Vocal learning, in which animals modify their vocalizations based on social

experience, has evolved in several lineages of mammals and birds, including

humans. Despite much attention, the question of how this key cognitive trait

has evolved remains unanswered. The motor theory for the origin of vocal

learning posits that neural centres specialized for vocal learning arose

from adjacent areas in the brain devoted to general motor learning. One pre-

diction of this hypothesis is that visual displays that rely on complex motor

patterns may also be learned in taxa with vocal learning. While learning of

both spoken and gestural languages is well documented in humans, the

occurrence of learned visual displays has rarely been examined in

non-human animals. We tested for geographical variation consistent with

learning of visual displays in long-billed hermits (Phaethornis longirostris),

a lek-mating hummingbird that, like humans, has both learned vocalizations

and elaborate visual displays. We found lek-level signatures in both vocal

parameters and visual display features, including display element

proportions, sequence syntax and fine-scale parameters of elements. This

variation was not associated with genetic differentiation between leks. In the

absence of genetic differences, geographical variation in vocal signals at

small scales is most parsimoniously attributed to learning, suggesting a

significant role of social learning in visual display ontogeny. The co-occurrence

of learning in vocal and visual displays would be consistent with a parallel

evolution of these two signal modalities in this species.
1. Introduction
Vocal learning is an important cognitive trait that has evolved in a select few

groups of vertebrates. It is well documented in three mammalian taxa (ceta-

ceans, bats and humans), but is absent in the sister taxa of each of these

clades, including the non-human primates [1] (but see [2]). A similar pattern

occurs in birds, where songbirds, parrots and hummingbirds learn their voca-

lizations, but their closest relatives do not [3]. There has been extensive research

on animal vocal learning in the last four decades, and a number of hypotheses

have been proposed regarding the benefits conferred by learning on individuals

with this trait [4–6]. In contrast there are relatively few hypotheses for how this

trait evolved in the first place [4–6]. One exception is the motor theory for the

origins of vocal learning. This hypothesis suggests that the neural substrates for

vocal learning evolved from pre-existing circuits for general motor learning [7].

This hypothesis arose from the observations that (a) each of the interconnected

neural centres used for vocal learning is embedded within neural regions used
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for general motor movement, and (b) these specialized

regions are connected in cortico-striatal basal ganglia loops

similar to those used for general motor learning in a range

of taxa [3,7]. One interesting prediction arising from this

hypothesis is that species with vocal learning may also use

learning to acquire other communication signals with com-

plex motor patterns, such as dynamic visual signals (e.g.

co-occurrence of vocal and visual learning). Remarkably,

few studies have examined the role of learning in the devel-

opment of dynamic visual signals in non-human animals

that exhibit vocal learning [8].

The presence of vocal learning is often diagnosed by map-

ping geographical variation in signals [6,9]. Vocal variation at

a small geographical scale that shows both sharp differences

among localities and consistency within localities is indica-

tive of social learning of local vocal traditions [10]. This

type of vocal variation (often termed ‘dialects’) is found in

many vocal learning taxa (e.g. whales [11], bats [12], parrots

[13] and hummingbirds [14]). Although their absence does

not necessarily imply a lack of learning, dialects in genetically

homogeneous populations are most parsimoniously

explained by the learning of motor patterns that produce

these acoustic signals. By extension, patterns of geographical

variation in visual signals, in the absence of genetic differen-

tiation, could provide insight into the significance of learning

in the development of the associated motor patterns.

Hummingbirds are an intriguing and little-explored

group of animals in which to investigate these questions.

They are known for their conspicuous visual displays used

for mate attraction and territorial defence in males [15,16].

Songs are used for similar purposes and have been shown

to be acquired through learning in several species [14,17–

21]. One hummingbird species in which both visual displays

and remarkable vocal learning skills have been characterized

is the long-billed hermit (Phaethornis longirostris). This species

forms leks of 5–20 males that sing and display on small, clo-

sely packed display territories. Females visit leks to select a

mate from among the displaying males, but provide all sub-

sequent parental care themselves. Leks constitute discrete

social units, separated by approximately 1 km from each

other within a matrix of continuous forest. Male long-billed

hermits have a vocal repertoire consisting of a single song

type sung by resident males from established perches

within their lek territory, while visual displays are composed

of sequences of stereotyped movements (hereafter display

elements) and specific vocalizations. Displays occur mostly

at specific perches, and are only performed when intruders

approach singing residents and both males engage in

protracted interactive displays [22]. Previous work has docu-

mented the basic form of nine visual display elements and the

existence of song neighbourhoods within leks (sub-groups

with different song types [22]), as well as an open-ended

song-learning programme [14].

In this study we assessed whether social learning is

involved in the acquisition of the visual motor displays in

the long-billed hermit. We specifically asked: do visual dis-

plays exhibit a dialect pattern of geographical variation

consistent with learning? If so, do vocal dialects and visual

dialects occur at the same scales? To rule out the prime

alternative hypothesis for a mechanism promoting geo-

graphical variation, we also examined genetic relatedness

among individuals. Finally, we asked what attributes of

visual displays seem to be acquired through learning. We
evaluated these questions by comparing the structural simi-

larity of vocal and visual signals at geographical scales

representative of four different social group levels: individ-

ual, song neighbourhood within a lek (i.e. subgroup of

males within a lek that share a particular song type), lek

and site. We applied parallel statistical analyses to vocal

and visual signal parameters to assess whether these par-

ameters were more similar within social groups versus

between social groups at each social level. This concurrent

analysis provides a strong test of our prediction for the

co-occurrence of vocal and visual learning in this species.
2. Methods
Fieldwork was conducted during two breeding seasons (2013–

2014) at six leks from three sites in northeastern Costa Rica

(figure 1): La Selva (four leks: SUR, CCL, SJA and LOC),

Hitoy-Cerere (one lek: HC1) and Tirimbina (one lek: TR2).

Male long-billed hermits from the four leks at La Selva were

mist-netted and marked with numbered bands. Tags with

unique three-colour combinations were attached to the back

and chest of each bird with nontoxic eyelash glue (LashGrip-

Ardell) [18]. Tags typically stayed on the bird for two weeks

before they fell off. At the other sites we determined identities

of lekking males through behavioural observations and territory

mapping. Perches of singing males were flagged and mapped at

all sites.

We recorded 10 938 songs during 94 song recording sessions

from 60 males across six leks (mean 10 males per lek, range 8–15)

with an average of 4.3 (range ¼ 1–9) recording sessions per male.

For each male we selected the five songs with the highest signal-

to-noise ratio among all its recordings (mean: 4.9 song per male,

range: 2–5). Based on visual inspection of song spectrograms, we

found two leks with a single song type and four with two song

types (figure 1). No song type was observed at more than one

lek. We recorded songs of lekking males on a Marantz PMD 660

and a Sennheiser ME62/K6 microphone (20–20 000 Hz frequency

response) on a parabolic antenna (53 cm diameter) in .WAV

format with a sampling frequency of 44 100 Hz and 32 bits

sampling depth.

Video recordings were made on five Fujifilm HS30 and one

Fujifilm HS10 cameras mounted on tripods placed at approxi-

mately 1–2 m in front of a flagged perch and, whenever

possible, about the same height as the perch (some cameras

had to be angled slightly upwards to capture displays at

higher perches). All videos were recorded for a maximum cap-

ture period of 2 h at 29.97 frames per second. After a

preliminary analysis of a subset of the videos, we estimated

that at minimum, 36 video hours per individual were needed

to capture at least five different display elements (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S1). Therefore, we attempted to

record each male for 6 h a day over 6 days. Each day we recorded

4 h in the morning (07.00–11.00) and 2 h in the afternoon (14.00–

16.00) during the peak activity periods [21]. We aimed to video

record six territorial males per lek. Birds at Tirimbina were

recorded in both 2013 and 2014; all other sites were only

recorded in 2013.

(a) Acoustic and visual display analyses
Songs were compared using spectrographic cross-correlation

(200-samples window length; 90% window overlap; Hanning

window function; Pearson correlation). A mean pairwise cross-

correlation was calculated for each individual, song neighbour-

hood or lek, when individuals/song neighbourhoods/leks

were the sampling units, respectively. Song types were visually

classified based on their spectrographic structure. Visual
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Figure 1. Location of three study sites in northeastern Costa Rica. Spectrograms of the 10 observed song types grouped by lek are also shown. Maps of leks at La
Selva Biological Station are shown in greater detail in the lower left map. The two song neighbourhoods at lek SUR are shown in lower right map (similar song
neighbourhoods were found at the other leks with 2 song types—SJA, TR2, and HC1—but are not shown); polygons represent lekking male territories and the
coloured borders delineate the song neighbourhoods corresponding to the coloured borders of the spectrograms at the far right.
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classification has been shown to be highly repeatable in this

species [14]. Acoustic analyses were carried out using the

R packages tuneR [23] (importing sound files into R), seewave

[24] (creating spectrograms) and warbleR [25] (running

cross-correlation).

We scanned all videos to identify display elements and com-

piled a descriptive ethogram (table 1). We also annotated the

element sequence for each display. Both residents (identified by

tags and consistent territorial behaviour) and intruders (ident-

ified as individuals other than the resident) were involved in

some display elements (figure 2). As variation between individ-

uals was used for evaluating lek-level signatures in visual

displays, it was important to assess individual consistency in dis-

play characteristics for both intruders and residents (i.e. whether

most of the variation could be attributed to one of these dis-

players). As we detected a resident signature, but not an

intruder signature (see Results), for most visual display par-

ameters, display sequences were assigned to resident

individuals.

We measured four components of visual displays: repertoire

composition (presence–absence of display elements), display

element proportion (relative abundance of elements), display

element transitions (probability of transition between elements)

and display element fine-scale parameters (duration of specific

elements and complete displays as well as counts and repetition
rate of specific movements repeated within elements). For the

fine-scale parameters, collinear variables and variables with

small sample size were excluded, leaving three parameters:

display duration, float duration and repetition of bill openings

in side by side displays.
(b) Genetic analysis
We examined the genetic relatedness among individuals and

leks using single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) yielded

through genotyping-by-sequencing. High-throughput reduced-

representation methods, including genotyping-by-sequencing,

have been recommended for evaluating population-level genetic

structure in general [26,27] and in birds in particular [28]. Genetic

analysis was conducted for 20 of the 30 males videotaped at La

Selva leks (mean+ s.d. pairwise shared SNPs 1002+990).

Individuals were captured at the four La Selva leks using mist

nets and whole blood samples were preserved on Whatman

FTA Elute cards. We extracted genomic DNA using standard

Whatman protocols and sexed individuals using PCR with the

P0-P2-P8 primer combination [29]. Library preparation for

genotyping-by-sequencing with the targeted capture approach

was performed by the University of Wisconsin’s Biotechnology

Center DNA Sequencing Facility using the ApeKI kit (New



Table 1. Ethogram describing the 12 display elements of resident and intruder long-billed hermit males at lek perches. Some of these displays have been
previously described elsewhere [22].

visual display
element description

tail fan Tail lifted and rectrices spread, fan-like, separating the two white central rectrices. Tail lifted closer to 90 degrees with respect

to body as conspecific draws closer, and sometimes wagged slowly up and down.

perch exchange Complex and ritualized perch-switching duet. Intruder approaches perched resident, rapidly flies over resident and twists in air

to land behind resident, similar to copulation posture. Resident immediately flies off perch as intruder perches and can

initiate another perch exchange. Can be repeated various times and does not always follow an orderly intruder – resident –

intruder sequence (figure 3c).

squeak Sharp vocalization that is usually given during perch exchange, as one bird descends upon another in a pseudocopulatory

position.

perch displacement Perched bird is displaced without ritualized flyover associated with perch exchange.

float Displaced conspecific flies slowly back and forth in front of perched bird, often with bill open. Perched bird follows floater’s

movements back and forth, sometimes with bill open and in an aggressive posture (figure 3a).

side by side Intruder and resident perch side by side, often close together on the same perch. Resident usually puffs throat feathers,

opens bill and lifts it vertically. Both resident and intruder can rapidly flutter wings and tail. Intruder will sometimes open

bill as well. Both birds can sometimes hold wings and tails still, with feathers flattened in typical aggressive manner

(figure 3b).

bill poke Performed during side by side or float. Intruder pokes bill tip into resident’s throat or abdomen while resident puffs out

throat feathers, holding bill open and vertical.

bill pop Bird performing bill pop hovers in front of perched bird, then simultaneously flips head upward while opening bill wide to

produce a ‘pop’ sound. Bill pop can also occur while both birds are airborne during hover up (figure 3d ).

gape display Performer hovers in front of perched bird, then flips head upward while opening bill wide and displaying gape while

producing a soft, buzzing ‘shrrr . . . shrrr’ vocalization.

chase Resident or intruder will chase the opponent after an interactive display.

hover-up Resident and intruder face each other while hovering in air, often with rectrices spread. Sometimes precedes a chase,

although birds often move off-frame when holding this position.

departure Intruder leaves perch without being chased by resident. Resident can stare in direction of intruder’s departure and fly off

perch shortly after.
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England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) [30] and samples sequenced on

an Illumina HiSeq 2500 with 100 bp length single-end reads.

We mapped reads to the Anna’s hummingbird reference

genome (assembly: Canna_diploid_1.0) [31] using BWA MEM

v. 0.7.5 [32], and excluded reads with map quality scores less

than 30 and removed duplicates using SAMtools version 0.1.19

[33]. Then we randomly sampled a single high-quality base call

(baseQ . 30) at each position in the reference genome. At sites

with multiple mapped reads, a single base call was selected to rep-

resent each individual. For each pair of individuals, we calculated

the number of pairwise differences at biallelic sites across the entire

genome using trialn-report (Paleogenomics/Chrom-Compare).

(c) Statistical analysis
We evaluated visual and vocal display distinctiveness in the four

display components at the individual, song-neighbourhood, lek,

and site level. We applied Mantel test correlations (100 000 iter-

ations) to assess parameter similarity at each social group level.

We chose this method because it directly tests the prediction that

learning generates higher similarity among members of the same

social groups, whereas alternative approaches (e.g. GLMMs) typi-

cally test whether at least one group differs from others. We used

pairwise binary matrices to represent group membership, or indi-

vidual membership when assessing individual signatures. We
used 0 to denote the same group/individual and 1 to denote a

different group/individual [13,34]. Group membership matrices

were used as predictors in Mantel correlations against dissimilarity

matrices of acoustic or visual parameters. Statistical significance

indicates that parameters are more similar between members of

the same groups than to members of other groups (e.g. displays

within individuals, individuals within leks). A genetic distance

matrix was also used as a predictor for acoustic and visual display

parameters and as a response against a lek membership binary

matrix to directly assess genetic structure at the lek level (using

only La Selva leks). The cross-correlation matrix was converted to

a distance matrix by subtracting it from 1. We used Morisita overlap

index [35] to calculate dissimilarity in repertoire proportions, Jaccard

dissimilarity index [36] for dissimilarity of presence–absence of

visual elements, and Euclidean distance for dissimilarity of log-

transformed continuous variables (fine-scale parameters of visual

signals and geographical distances). All fine-scale parameters were

summarized in a single distance matrix calculated as the Euclidean

distance between samples in the multidimensional space defined by

z-transformed measures. Pairwise sequence dissimilarity was esti-

mated using optimal matching analysis with substitution costs

derived from the observed transition rates [37]. The r statistic of

the Mantel test was used as a similarity measure between element

transition matrices. Song recordings or visual displays were the

sampling unit for analyses at the individual level. Individual



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Four of the twelve observed visual display elements of long-billed hermits: (a) float, (b) side by side, (c) perch exchange and (d ) bill pop. See also
electronic supplementary material, video S1. Additional display elements are depicted elsewhere [22].
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average values for continuous parameters, individual accumulated

repertoire proportions across visual displays or mean pairwise

dissimilarity between element transitions among individuals were

used as the sampling units for analyses at song-neighbourhood

and lek levels. Similarly, lek averages for continuous parameters,

lek accumulated repertoire proportions across individuals, and

mean pairwise dissimilarity between element transitions among

leks were used as sampling units when evaluating variation at the

site level. Variation of fine-scale parameters was not evaluated at

the individual level, as there were not enough individuals with

sufficient measures at the lek level.

For analyses in which individuals were the sampling unit, we

focused on the 21 individuals with at least four elements in their

repertoire and at least two display sequences (mean recording

time ¼ 37.26 h). As repertoire composition (presence–absence

of display elements) did not vary considerably between leks,

variation in this parameter was not evaluated. Males with only

one display and displays with fewer than four elements were

excluded from analyses in which individuals or displays were

the sampling units, respectively. The associations between par-

ameter similarity, geographical distance and genetic distance

were evaluated at the lek level. All sequence analyses were

done in R [38]. Manipulation of visual element sequences was

done with the package TraMineR [37,39]. The package vegan

[40] was used for Mantel tests and dissimilarity indices.
3. Results
(a) Vocal signals
We characterized song structure using pairwise spectro-

graphic cross-correlation [41]. Song structure was more

similar between individuals from the same lek than between

individuals from different leks (Mantel r ¼ 0.49, nbirds ¼ 60,

nlek ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.0001; figure 3). Song structure was not signifi-

cantly different between sites (Mantel r ¼ 0.05, nbirds ¼ 60,

p ¼ 0.54; figure 3) and did not correlate with geographical
distance (partial Mantel test controlling for lek-level simi-

larity: Mantel r ¼ 20.20, nbirds ¼ 60, p ¼ 0.82). Song

structure did not correlate with genetic distance among the

four La Selva leks (Mantel r ¼ 20.21, nbirds ¼ 19, p ¼ 0.99).

Songs also contained individual signatures; spectrographic

structure was more similar between song renditions from

the same individual than among individuals (Mantel r ¼
0.25, nsongs ¼ 293, n ¼ 60, p , 0.0001). Song structure was

also more similar between individuals from the same song

neighbourhood than from different neighbourhoods (partial

Mantel test controlling for lek-level similarity, r ¼ 0.29,

nbirds ¼ 60, nsong types ¼ 10, p , 0.0001). Although this result

is unsurprising given that song neighbourhoods are defined

by the sharing of song types, it does demonstrate the utility

of our analysis to detect signal variation at this social scale.

(b) Visual signals
Visual displays were recorded for 56 lekking males at the six

leks (mean recording time ¼ 29.76 h). We observed 12 display

elements across all leks (figure 2 and table 1; electronic sup-

plementary material, video S1), 10 of which were previously

described [21], and two of which are described for the first

time here (perch displacement and bill poke; table 1). The

same visual repertoire of 12 elements was found in all but

one of the leks; in lek CCL only 10 elements were observed

(electronic supplementary material, figure S1). We found that

the number of elements did not increase with sampling effort

after sampling approximately 15 display sequences (electronic

supplementary material, figure S1). 95% confidence intervals

of bootstrapped richness did not differ from 12 display

elements in any lek (including CCL) as well as for all leks

combined (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

For analyses at the individual level, song-neighbourhood

level and lek level, we focused on the 21 individuals with at

least four elements in their vocal repertoire and at least two
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display sequences (mean recording time ¼ 37.26 h, mean

number of recording sessions ¼ 2.53). We measured four

components of visual displays: repertoire composition (pres-

ence–absence of display elements), element proportion

(relative abundance of display elements), element transitions

(probability of transition between display elements) and

fine-scale parameters. Visual displays contained individual

signatures of resident males in repertoire composition

(Mantel r ¼ 0.09, nsequences ¼ 67, nbirds ¼ 11, p ¼ 0.046),

element proportions (Mantel r ¼ 0.10, nsequences ¼ 67,

nbirds ¼ 11, p ¼ 0.0042) and transitions (Mantel r ¼ 0.09,

nsequences ¼ 62, nbirds ¼ 7, p ¼ 0.037), suggesting that a repre-

sentative sample of visual displays was taken within

individuals. Intruder male signatures were also detected in

transitions (Mantel r ¼ 0.08, nsequences ¼ 61, nbirds ¼ 10, p ¼
0.021) but not in repertoire composition (Mantel r¼ 0.009,

nsequences¼ 61, nbirds ¼ 5, p¼ 0.36) or element proportions

(Mantel r¼ 0.02, nsequences ¼ 61, nbirds ¼ 5, p ¼ 0.27).

At the lek level, similarity of visual displays was signifi-

cantly higher between individuals from the same lek for

element proportions (Mantel r ¼ 0.12, nbirds ¼ 21, nleks ¼ 6,

p ¼ 0.045; figure 2), transitions (Mantel r ¼ 0.27, nbirds ¼ 21,

nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.00014; figure 2), and fine-scale parameters

(Mantel r¼ 0.21, nbirds ¼ 15, nleks ¼ 5, p ¼ 0.02; figure 2), but

not in repertoire composition (Mantel r ¼ 20.082, nbirds ¼ 21,

nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.38). This pattern, based on data from all

recorded birds, remained similar when we restricted our analy-

sis to our best-sampled site, La Selva. In contrast to acoustic

displays, visual displays did not show higher similarity

between members of the same song neighbourhood within

leks with multiple song types (partial Mantel tests controlling

for lek-level similarity: repertoire composition: r¼ 20.04,

nbirds¼ 14, nleks¼ 4, p ¼ 0.66; element proportions: r¼ 0.13,

nbirds¼ 14, nleks¼ 4, p ¼ 0.083; element transitions: r ¼ 0.005,

nbirds¼ 14, nleks ¼ 4, p ¼ 0.46; fine-scale parameters: r¼ 0.13,

nbirds¼ 15, nleks ¼ 4, p ¼ 0.075). None of the visual display

parameters were correlated with genetic distance (repertoire

composition: r ¼ 20.16, nbirds¼ 20, nleks¼ 4, p ¼ 0.76; element

proportions: r ¼ 20.08, nbirds ¼ 15, nleks ¼ 4, p ¼ 0.68; element

transitions: r ¼ 20.17, nbirds ¼ 15, nleks ¼ 4, p ¼ 0.87; fine-scale

parameters r ¼ 20.1, nbirds¼ 8, nleks ¼ 4, p ¼ 0.64).

In our analysis of visual displays, we did not find site-

level signatures in either element proportions (Mantel
r ¼ 20.38, nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.99), element transitions (Mantel

r ¼ 0.005, nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.46) or fine-scale parameters

(Mantel r ¼ 20.16, nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.53). There was no associ-

ation between similarity in any visual parameter and

geographical distance (all leks: element proportions: r ¼
0.23, nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.41; element transitions: r ¼ 20.26,

nleks ¼ 6, p ¼ 0.73; fine-scale parameters: r ¼ 20.27, nleks ¼

6, p ¼ 0.62; La Selva leks: element proportions: r ¼ 0.09, n ¼
4leks, p ¼ 0.12; element transitions: r ¼ 0.16, n ¼ 4leks, p ¼
0.33; fine-scale parameters: r ¼ 0.09, n ¼ 4leks, p ¼ 0.41).

Finally, at La Selva leks, no significant association between

genetic distance and lek membership (r ¼ 20.09, nbirds ¼

20, p ¼ 0.84, electronic supplementary material, figure S3),

song-neighbourhood membership (r ¼ 20.08, nbirds ¼ 19,

p ¼ 0.82) or geographical distance was detected

(r ¼ 20.144, nbirds ¼ 20, p ¼ 0.94).

4. Discussion
We evaluated variation in visual signals at the same geo-

graphical scales and with the same statistical approach as

variation in songs, a signal modality in which both vocal

learning and the resulting geographical dialects have been

documented in long-billed hermits and related hummingbird

species [14,22]. We found that both visual and vocal signals

vary at small geographical scales, suggesting a role for

social learning in the acquisition of visual displays. Songs

showed distinctive acoustic signatures at the lek and song-

neighbourhood level, while three out of the four visual

signal features (element proportions, transitions among

elements, and fine-scale parameters) showed lek-level signa-

tures. Genetic analysis indicated no significant genetic

differences between leks or song neighbourhoods.

Altogether, our results point to social learning as the most

parsimonious explanation for the observed dialect-like spatial

variation of visual displays, which would be consistent with

a rarely tested prediction of the motor theory for the origins

of vocal learning: that visual display learning should also be

present in vocal learning species.

The motor theory for the origins of vocal learning pro-

poses that neural circuits dedicated to vocal learning arose

from general motor learning circuits through a process of

brain pathway duplication [7,42]. Another theory for the
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origins of learned vocal communication systems, the mirror-

systems hypothesis, holds that learned gestural signals were

the evolutionary precursor to spoken language in humans

[8]. These hypotheses share the prediction that, in species

that rely on learning to acquire vocal signals, visual displays

may also be acquired, at least in part, through learning. To

date, however, little evidence has existed demonstrating

the co-occurrence of visual and vocal learning. Variation of

gestures consistent with social learning has been described

in bonobos [43], but vocal learning seems to be absent or

very limited in most non-human primates [2,6,44,45]. Bottle-

nose dolphins show impressive vocal learning skills [46], but

only inconclusive evidence exists on the learning of visual

signals [47,48]. A learning-driven development of visual dis-

plays in long-billed hermits would represent the only

known co-occurrence of motor learning in both visual and

vocal realms in a non-human animal, which is consistent

with an evolutionary link between vocal and general

motor learning.

Song neighbourhoods (identified by visual inspection of

spectrograms) showed a detectable signature in their acoustic

structure. Similarly, individuals from the same lek shared

acoustic features in their songs, even at leks with more than

one song type. Altogether, the results support the view that

vocal distinctiveness has arisen by social learning [14,22], as

has been suggested previously [17,20,49]. Overall, the

performance of the analytical approach provides confidence

in the variation we detected in visual parameters over the

same geographical scales using the same statistical

approaches.

Our results suggest that genetic variation is not a strongly

viable alternative explanation for lek-level signatures in vocal

and visual displays. This lack of genetic structure that we

identified among leks is consistent with documented patterns

of individual movement between leks. Approximately 4% of

individuals captured at leks have been found attending more

than one lek, including both juvenile and adult males (M.A.-

S. 2010–2015, unpublished data). Females have been also

shown to visit several leks [22], suggesting high potential

for gene flow among leks. In addition, leks have a small

population size (typically less than 20 males), and are

found in close proximity of neighbouring leks (approx.

1 km), at a distance similar to that covered during daily fora-

ging trips in this species [21]. Altogether, our data suggest no

genetic differentiation in the sampled population. Similarly,

differences at the site level might plausibly be associated

with genetic differentiation as gene flow can be expected to

be lower among sites than among leks within a site, but we

found no consistent behavioural differences among sites.

Although we lack sufficient data to exclude the possibility

that a small number of genes have differentially segregating

alleles that might be responsible for the behavioural differ-

ences, it seems most likely that such behavioural differences

are not related to genetic differences between individuals.

Rather, our genomic results are more consistent with gene

flow between leks and imply the observed behavioural

differences in vocal and visual displays are learned.

An alternative scenario is that visual displays are innate,

and males with similar display characteristics preferentially

settle on the same lek. However, this scenario stands at
odds with what we know about the territory acquisition

process in long-billed hermits. Juveniles typically move

from lek to lek competing with established males until

they finally take ownership of a territory [22], and the likeli-

hood of becoming territorial is determined in part by

foraging efficiency, body size and weapon size (elongated

bill tips used to stab opponents [50]) relative to other

males in a lek [51]. Overall, the evidence suggests that vari-

ation in visual display structure does not play a major role

when establishing a lek territory.

Environmental factors, such as habitat differences, can

contribute to variation in vocal [52] or visual [53] displays

among animals in different locations. We consider environ-

mental variation to be an unlikely explanation for the

patterns seen in the long-billed hermit. All of the leks in

this study were found in relatively close proximity within

mature lowland tropical rainforest, and showed no obvious

differences in vegetative structure [22]. Furthermore, environ-

mental features are expected to influence animal signals that

transmit long distances through vegetation, but hermit dis-

plays are performed in very close proximity—usually

within a few centimetres—and thus any habitat differences

that might exist are unlikely to exert a strong influence on

signal form at different leks.

We expect our findings to provide grounds for further

investigation of visual display learning. Applying our exper-

imental design to other vocal learning and non-vocal learning

species could bring insight into how widely learning is

involved in the development of vocal and visual signals,

and whether visual display learning indeed evolved first as

predicted by the motor theory of learning [7]. Another fruit-

ful research avenue would be assessing learning-driven

expression patterns of the gene FoxP2 in neural centres

responsible for motor control, given that this gene has been

shown to play an important role in promoting the plasticity

required for vocal learning in a range of taxa [54–56].

Together, these approaches could shed further light on the

evolutionary origins of vocal learning.
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